Announcement of an SBIR/STTR Opportunity

Under Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) HR001121S0007

Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR)

March 02, 2021

The DARPA Small Business Programs Office (SBPO) has pre-released the following SBIR/STTR Opportunities (SBOs):

"Prototype Optical Frequency Standard", Announcement Number HR001121S0007-01, published at https://beta.sam.gov/opp/fd4b5f184d074357a7f0e14418ab61e7/view

"Semantic Model, Annotation and Reasoning Technologies (SMART)", Announcement Number HR001121S0007-02, published at https://beta.sam.gov/opp/c3ce1c3f49fe4eb18c21e1c610fa7c93/view

“Smart Model Repository (SMR)", Announcement Number HR001121S0007-03, published at https://beta.sam.gov/opp/b30306d5aeb04f98a890d3964aeef10a/view

"Extreme Photon Imaging Capability- Long Wave Infrared (EPIC-LWIR)", Announcement Number HR001121S0007-04, published at https://beta.sam.gov/opp/ad4182d8822149858e69c2706f819273/view

"Portable Personal Air Mobility System", Announcement Number HR001121S0007-05, published at https://beta.sam.gov/opp/66b0b25776a1449785e12e030cabfa7b/view

These SBOs will open for proposals on March 17, 2021, 2020 and close at 12:00 p.m. ET on April 20, 2021